STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT
MEETING DETAILS:
Club:
Weather:
Track:
Rail:
Stewards:
Typist:

Racing Tauranga
Fine
Slow(9)
9 Metres
M J Williamson (Chairman), J P Oatham, B Jones
P Laboyrie

Date:

Monday, 12th May 2014

GENERAL:
PYCOK FLYER was cleared by the veterinarian this morning after the gelding had been late scratched at Rotorua 10 May
when escaping through the front of the barrier.

SUPPLEMENTARY:
Nil

SUMMARY:
Swabbing:
Suspensions:

VIBRANT MOSS, STRALIS, THEE ACHIEVER, RETROSPECT, CARADONNA, MISTAAR, RIVERTAINE
COUP, MATAGOURI
Nil

Protests:

Nil

Fines:

Race

3
8

Warnings:

Nil

Bleeders:

Nil

Horse Actions:

Nil

Medical Certificates:

Nil

Rider Changes:

Race

Late Scratching:

Nil

5

L Magorrian KALINDA
$150 [Rule 638(3)(b)] Excessive use of whip
Mr G Old LITTLE MATEY
$50 [Rule 616(3)] Presented LITTLE MATEY without notified gear (blinkers)

CARADONNA – K Myers for M Cameron (misunderstanding)

RACE COMMENTS:
Race 1
BOP PUNTER OF THE YEAR – 21 JUNE 3YO
DIAMOND REFUSAL (B Grylls) was slow away.
ODIN’S CHOICE (M Coleman) shifted in leaving the barriers, crowding WORD ON THE STREET (C Grylls) which was forced
inwards on to HIDRIFTER (A Jones). WORD ON THE STREET had to be steadied as a result, losing ground.
DASHA (J Oliver) had a tendency to over-race in the lead in the early to middle stages.
YOUNG WARRIOR (U Holmquist) raced three wide without cover.
WORD ON THE STREET raced wide throughout when racing ungenerously.
HIDRIFTER had difficulty obtaining clear running passing the 150 metres.
Race 2
CHRISTMAS AT THE RACES SELLING NOW 2YO
DIX SEPT (D Johnson) shifted inwards leaving the barriers, hampering IMPATIENT DREAMS (S Collett) and DE
KENSINGTON OVAL (M Coleman). DE KENSINGTON OVAL then over-raced when being restrained approaching the
1000 metres, and continued to do so through the middle stages.
STRALIS (C Grylls) lay out rounding the final turn.
When questioned regarding the performance of DE KENSINGTON OVAL rider M Coleman advised that the filly had
travelled well in the early and middle stages, but had failed to quicken as anticipated in the existing track conditions.

Race 3
TAINUI PRESS DESIGN & PRINT 1600
CARMEN SANDIEGO (M Du Plessis) and CARINATA (R Hutchings) came together leaving the barriers.
SIDI REZEGH (M Coleman) began awkwardly.
SHESGOTIT (M Cameron) commenced to over-race when being restrained off the heels of THEE ACHIEVER (C Grylls)
near the 1400 metres. WHATWILLBEWILLBE (U Holmquist) had to be steadied passing the 1300 metres after improving
on to the heels of THEE ACHIEVER. When being restrained near the 1100 metres SHESGOTIT went back on to GOLDEN
GLOW (D Johnson) which became awkwardly placed on that runner’s heels and raced ungenerously for a distance.
SHESGOTIT shifted outwards when over-racing near the 1000 metres hampering CARINATA and CARMEN SANDIEGO.
SHESGOTIT then raced three wide without cover for the remainder of the race.
Passing the 900 metres GOLDEN GLOW shifted in making contact with SIDI REZEGH with both runners becoming
unbalanced.
Apprentice rider L Magorrian (KALINDA) was fined $150 by the Judicial Committee for using his whip in a manner
deemed to be excessive prior the 200 metres.
Race 4
WAIKATO BRANCH NZ FARRIERS ASSOCIATION 2100
CRIMSON PRINCE (D Turner) began awkwardly.
Passing the 1700 metres RETROSPECT (R Hutchings) went off stride.
POTHEEN (L Satherley) commenced to race keenly near the 1400 metres and when making the bend passing the 900
metres lay in, crowding LADY LINDAUER (J Oliver) which had a tendency to lay out. LADY LINDAUER was hampered as
a result. POTHEEN then commenced to give ground with LADY LINDAUER becoming further awkwardly placed on that
runner’s heels for a distance.
Following the race R Hutchings the rider of RETROSPECT advised that the gelding had felt unsure of its footing rounding
the first turn in the approach to the crossing near the 1600 metres. After inspecting that area of the track and speaking
with all riders who rode in race four along with those scheduled to ride in race five it was agreed that the meeting
would continue.
Race 5
RACE IMAGES FOR WINNING MEMORIES 2100
The start of this race was officially delayed two minutes at the request of TAB Raceday Control due to a delay at an
Australian meeting.
CARADONNA (K Myers) was slow away.
WAITOKI AHI (C Grylls) raced ungenerously in the early stages, making the first bend awkwardly and shifting outwards,
crowding VARNISH (R Hutchings) near the 1700 metres.
WEST END (L Magorrian) raced three wide without cover.
When questioned regarding the performance of MAGIC MEMORIES rider M Du Plessis could offer no tangible
explanation.
Rider B R Jones (KEEP IN TUNE) was reminded of his obligations regarding whip use prior to the 200 metres.
MAGIC MEMORIES lost the off hind plate during the running.
Trainer Ms J Dalley reported to Stewards that MAGIC MEMORIES had been galloped on during the running.
Race 6
ON LOCATION GIVES A SOUND SERVICE 1600
GET OUT OF IT (R Hutchings) and GOGINGA (R Smyth) were both slow away.
ADDICTIVE HABIT (U Holmquist) blundered leaving the barriers and shifted inwards, inconveniencing CHEVREMONT (J
McDonald).
NANCYLEE (K Myers) began awkwardly making contact with the hind quarters of PROSPERO (M Cameron).
BIOLOGIST (M Coleman) ducked outwards crossing the junction on to the course proper near the 1500 metres with
CHEVREMONT shifting away from that runner, crowding ADDICTIVE HABIT onto the hind quarters of RUSSIANOV (T
Wenn) which became unbalanced. ADDICTIVE HABIT had to be steadied as a result, losing ground.
RUSSIANOV and BIOLOGIST both then had a tendency to over-race.
OUR FOXY LADY (M Wenn) raced keenly when leading.
GET OUT OF IT was held up making the final turn, then when looking to obtain clear running near the 300 metres was
taken out slightly by ADDICTIVE HABIT making contact with RUSSIANOV.
Approaching the 200 metres ADDICTIVE HABIT shifted out into the line of GET OUT OF IT which was inconvenienced.
When questioned regarding the performance of CHEVREMONT rider J McDonald could offer no tangible excuse.
CHEVREMONT underwent a subsequent post-race veterinary examination which could find no obvious abnormality.
Race 7
THE HITS WITH POLLY & GRANT FOR BREAKFAST 1300
HOT SAND (S Collett) and JOCHEN RINDT (M Wenn) were both slow away.
CHARDON (J Oliver) and RIVERTAINE COUP (C Grylls) both began awkwardly.

OUR MOLLY MALONE (M Du Plessis) commenced to over-race passing the 1000 metres.
BACH (M Cameron) had a tendency to lay in when placed under pressure in the final straight.
Race 8
GREERS GASTRO BAR – FOOD DRINK FRIENDS 1600
Trainer Mr G Old was fined $50 after presenting LITTLE MATEY without an item of notified gear being blinkers.
ETHICAL (D Johnson) and THE MIG (T Wenn) were both slow away.
MATAGOURI (C Grylls) raced ungenerously when being restrained through the middle stages.
CALL THE SHOTS (M Cameron) got its head up when being restrained off the heels of HAWKISH (D Turner) near the 900
metres.
When questioned regarding the performance of DIAMOND EDGE rider M Du Plessis advised the gelding may be feeling
the effects of recent racing.

